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NEW INSPIRATION 4

Guided Writing

Reading
a

The possible environmental cost of space exploration

b

New technology makes space tourism affordable for all

c

Space exploration to pay for space tourism in the next ten years

With less money available for space exploration, governments
are seeing private companies funding new projects with money
from a new industry: space tourism. But what will the long-term
consequences be?

Sep

1 Read the blog and choose the best title.

Every industry needs people to run it, and if space tourism
‘takes off’, there will be job opportunities for pilots, cabin
attendants, engineers, ground-control staff and travel agents.
Also, much of the money (around $100,000 each) that tourists
pay will fund future space exploration.
However, it is not all good news. Firstly, getting a rocket
through our atmosphere is dangerous – seven astronauts died in
the 1980s space shuttle Challenger tragedy. Secondly, there is a
cost to the environment; burning fuel from rockets will leave huge
amounts of carbon on the upper part of our atmosphere. This
will stay in the atmosphere and increase global warming.
Space tourism will provide job opportunities and the chance
for some people to have the experience of a lifetime. However,
unless a safe, clean fuel can be developed, the cost to the
environment will probably be too great to sustain the industry in
the long term.

2 Match the paragraphs 1–4 with their functions a–d.
1

paragraph 1

2

paragraph 2

3

paragraph 3

4

paragraph 4

a

presents the disadvantages of space tourism

b

introduces the subject of space tourism

c

summarises the two arguments and makes
a conclusion

d

presents the advantages of space tourism

11 comments

3 Look back at the text and find four aspects of space
travel in the box that are mentioned. Write them in
the correct column.

too expensive job opportunities dangerous
will help develop new technology
will help pay for new space exploration
environmental damage
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advantages

disadvantages
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Writing

First conditional
if / unless + present simple, future simple
We use the first conditional to talk about the likely
outcome of future events.

7 Choose one of these topics and write a blog

discussing its advantages and disadvantages.
• space exploration
• nuclear energy
• being rich and famous

4 Look back at the blog and underline examples of the
first conditional.

5 Choose the correct word.
1

You won’t meet them if / unless you don’t come
tonight.

2

If a clean fuel can be developed, the planet isn’t /
won’t be in danger.

3

If / Unless we reduce emissions, the environment
will suffer.

4

If / Unless they don’t use recyclable products, they
will harm the planet.

5

Unless we stop polluting the earth, many species
will / won’t die out.

6

If you have a bath instead of a shower, you will /
won’t save water.

Addition, contrast and sequence
We use Also at the beginning of a sentence to add
information.
We use but or however to contrast ideas within a sentence
or between two sentences.
We use firstly, secondly, finally to sequence points in an
argument.

6 Complete the text with these words.
also

but

finally

firstly

however

secondly

Richard Branson’s company wants to be the first
company into space (1)      there are a
number of dangers to consider. (2)      ,
space travel is untested – only about 500 people
have ever been into space. (3)      , those
500 people were all fit and healthy astronauts.
(4)      , the cost of fuel is high and
getting higher. (5)      , if a cheaper fuel
can be developed, there will be a better chance
of success. And (6)      , the cost to the
environment may be a cost that we can’t afford.


























Checklist
Remember to
•• write a paragraph introducing the subject, a
paragraph about the advantages, a paragraph
about the disadvantages and a paragraph with
your conclusions.

•• use the first conditional with if and unless to talk
about likely consequences.

•• use but and however to express contrast.
•• use use firstly, secondly, thirdly / finally to sequence
the points you make.
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